Throughout this essay, I focus on the spolium, a fragment charged with meaning that crosses several boundaries, in order to illuminate the poetics of a notoriously idiosyncratic Anglo-Saxon text, the poem now called Andreas. After a short introduction to several literal and metaphorical instances of recycling of objets d'art in the early Middle Ages, on the Continent, and in England, I discuss in detail two episodes in
But it is all too easy to look at the Hampi ruins and fashion only two images of the past. One as a testimonial to imperial grandeur, the other as a testimonial to the human capacity for destruction. Surely the past is more than a mere fossil? . . . Shiv feels a sudden rush of ambition: he would like to . . . take this fragment from the medieval past and reconstruct an entire range of possibilities.1 vEN within what appears to readers today as a highly idiosyncratic corpus of poetry such as the Anglo-Saxon one, it is rare to find a poem whose stylistic effects have attracted more negative attention that Andreas. Now surviving solely in a tenth-century religious miscellany of prose and poetry labelled Vercelli, Biblioteca Capitolare CXVIII, the work takes on apocryphal adventures of the apostle Andrew among the cannibals. The plot can be summarized as follows. God sends Andrew to the island of Mermedonia to free Matthew imprisoned by savage locals who intend to make a meal out of him. The reluctant hero boards a mysterious ship with disguised Christ at its helm. jesus dressed in a sailor outfit interrogates Andrew on points of religion, placing a special emphasis on the way Andrew interacts with the Messiah himself. Soon the protagonist reaches the land of the cannibals, liberates Matthew and others beside him, but in the process becomes a victim of the cannibals. Supported by the devil, the Mermedonians torment Andrew in various ways, but, with the help of God, he makes a pillar in his jail cell split open and release a flood, which punishes as well as converts-forcefully baptizes-the aggressive heathens. The poem concludes after the conversion has taken root, with the church firmly established on the island; it is only then that the apostle can leave for Achaia, his home.
The narrative abounds with excitement, yet the text has been often described as "light-weight . . . ludicrous"; "clumsy, incongruous"; and "risible"; its author as "a poetical dunder-head."2 A large part of the reason for the hostility of many scholars comes from the poem's unwillingness to remain within proposed interpretive frameworks, be they a study of its manuscript context, possible sources, its relationship to Beowulf, or its generic characteristics. In short, though it fits thematically, Andreas stands out stylistically from other components of Vercelli. A version of Andrew's adventures in Mermedonia roughly contemporary to
Andreas is in Greek (the Praxeis Andreou kai Matheian eis ten Polin ton Anthropopophagon [Acts of Andrew and Matthew in the City of the Cannibals])
, not a language widely known in pre-Conquest England, while a Latin version is attested two centuries later (the Recensio Casanatensis).3 The considerable amount of phrases that Andreas and Beowulf have in common has not consistently explained their use in one work or the other.4 And, finally, it is far from clear what designation the poem should have: a heroic epic set in an exotic locale with Christian coloring, a saint's life of the passio type, or an uneasy combination of hagiographic elements with a romance hero.5 I will suggest another perspective, rather unusual at first glance, that can shed some light on this strange poem as well as on its author's understanding of his modus operandi. It is the frame of spolium, a significant artifact that complicates the boundary between temporal layers, natural elements, global and local, textual and visual, and animate and inanimate forces. I will briefly introduce the complex, pervasive resonances of recycling of objets d'art in the early Middle Ages before discussing in detail two instances in Andreas of animated artifacts that result from and participate in spoliation as sites of metatexual reflection-the angel sculpture from a temple put in motion by jesus and the water-spewing pillar from the Mermedonian prison manipulated by Andrew.
An entire discourse that permeates religious, political, and artistic cultures arises around the idea of spolia in the medieval period. From 3 An English translation of both Praxeis and Casanatensis can be found in The Acts of Andrew in the Country of the Cannibals: Translations from the Greek, Latin, and Old English, trans. Robert Boenig (New York: Garland, 1991) . Kenneth R. Brooks reports that "the text of C . . . follows P in its many details, but there are differences which prove that C is not a direct translation of any extant texts of P," and concludes that no surviving version can be claimed as an immediate source for Andreas (Andreas and the Fates of the Apostles, ed. Brooks [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961] , xvii-xviii). An insight into Praxeis and Casanatensis could, nevertheless, help to illuminate particularities of their Old English analogue, as I hope to show at several points in this article.
4 For the claim that the Andreas poet "heavily plundered" parts of the other poet's narrative, and that, consequently, reading of the former makes one feel "haunted" by the latter, see Anita R. Spolia-Inflected Poetics of Andreas the earliest meaning of spolium, "flayed animal skins," the word becomes generalized as "plunder," possessions taken from an enemy to be reused by the vanquishing force.6 In the language of art history, spolia refer to artifacts in a new, physical context, especially in a manner that highlights their otherness. One instance would be taking a capital from an antique pillar and putting it to the same, structural use in a postantique building, or turning it into a receptacle for holy water; in either case, the capital would stand out as an object from the past that, despite and because of its new position, carries a particular charge.7 This practice has, not surprisingly, a long history throughout the world.8 while pre-sixteenth-century texts never employ the term spolia, but rather speak of specific artifacts that were reused,9 the art-historical practice of spoliation was widespread in the Middle Ages, from after the fall of Rome (the time typically taken as the end of the classical period) to the Anglo-Saxon period in England and after. One can follow the power shifts from the south to the north of Europe by looking at paradigmatic instances of spolia. The Emperor Constantine took the ideological manipulation of material fragments belonging to his predecessors to a new level in the process of building his triumphal arch and the Lateran Basilica.10 As the seat of power moved from Rome, one ruler attempted to upstage another. Charles the Great ordered pillars and marble removed from Rome and Ravenna to uphold and adorn his chapel at Aachen (he also took along the equestrian statue of Theodoric). The long-distance transportation of construction materials from Theodoric's Italian palace to Charlemagne's residence at Ingelheim struck the latter's contemporaries as such an unprecedented move that spoliation instantly became "stylized into a literary topos."11 Artifacts wrenched from their past contexts contributed to the larger project of renovatio, later dubbed the Carolingian Renaissance, which had as its goal nothing less than, in the words of Charlemagne's magister the Englishman Alcuin, the cre- 11 Brenk, "Spolia from Constantine to Charlemagne," 109.
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ation of "a new Athens . . . in France."12 Ottonians went a step further when they incorporated in their art spolia from backgrounds other than Roman. In the so-called Egbert shrine, a jeweled reliquary from the late tenth century (also known as the portable altar of St. Andrew), scholars have identified "earlier Fatimid (?), Anglo-Saxon, Merovingian, and Byzantine" fragments. Such a conglomeration reveals an even larger appetite for power, a culminatio more than a renovatio.13
The Anglo-Saxons who went to Rome on pilgrimage certainly observed the results of spoliation on the Continent as they crossed the realms of the Carolingians and Ottonians, but they did not need to leave home for it: spolia are amply attested in the British Isles, as well. Tim Eaton's detailed study Plundering the Past reveals such items as a Roman altar from St. Oswald-in-Lee (Northumberland) re-contextualized as a cross base at the marketplace in Corbridge, and a relief of a spearwielding warrior, or god, from a Roman monument reused in Hexham Abbey.14 One mid-seventh-century work, the church of St. Peter from Bradwell-on-Sea (Essex), was built almost entirely of spolia.15 Pagan figures did not necessarily suffer demotion in their new settings. Richard Morris reports that a sculpture of a Roman genius graces the outside of the south wall of St. john's church at Tockenham (wiltshire); he speculates that this figure gained such a prominent position because of its resemblance to a saint or even Christ.16 Ordinary Anglo-Saxons would not only encounter re-contextualized fragments from late antiquity or the classical past in and outside churches and in other public places, such as the marketplace in Corbridge, but they would also occasionally interact with them firsthand in the rural landscape. Use of plundered artifacts did not always have to be grand, politically or aesthetically. Pre-12 Martin Irvine, The Making of Textual Culture: "Grammatica" and Literary Theory, 350-1100 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994) , 311. Transferring Rome to Aachen or turning France into a second Athens does more than appropriate the power of one's predecessors: it contests the status of a major contemporary rival that has resorted to similar tactics, Byzantium, as the new Rome (Esch, "Spolien," 50-51). Physical spoliation had become a literary trope by the Anglo-Saxon period. St. Augustine famously formulated the notion in his treatise On Christian Teaching (book 2, section 44 and ff.) that Christians should appropriate the learning of pagan scholars as long as it does not clash with their faith, just as the Israelites in the Old Testament "not on their own authority but at God's command" took plunder from the Egyptians, "vessels and ornaments of silver and gold, and clothes . . . the things of which [the heathens] had made poor use."19 Typology, or a strategy of interpretation through which certain events in the Old Testament look ahead to Christ, his deeds, and the actions of his followers, is also a form of textual transformation of recuperating pre-Christian learning for Christianity. In the New Testament, spoliation flows into the apocryphal story of the Harrowing of Hell, a theme which has echoes in Andreas. The Harrowing of Hell was a narrative "widely adopted but never fully or consistently elaborated" in which Christ spends the three days between his death and resurrection journeying into the underworld and releasing "Adam, the patriarchs, and the prophets, including john the Baptist" from suffering therein.20 An Old English poetic account surviving in the Exeter Book mentions by name eight Old Testament figures and john the Baptist; several Anglo-Saxon homilies concern themselves with the subject; and a prose translation exists as well as references to the theme in several poems, including Riddle 55, Spolia-Inflected Poetics of Andreas compilatio in his English translation of St. Augustine's Soliloquies. An author, he says, cuts down some remarkable trees from the woods and transports the materials in wagons to the site where he can "windan manigne smicerne wah, and manig aenlic hus settan, and fegerne tun timbrian" (weave many a beautiful wall and build many an excellent house and build a fine town), in which one can live in comfort with one's kin throughout the year, "swa swa ic nu gyt ne dyde" (as I have not yet done).28 Drawing parallels between textual production and spoliation continues to our day. In conversation with Robert Hass, Seamus Heaney discusses two types of translation: the raid, in which a poettranslator like Robert Lowell plunders various languages to "end up with booty that you call Imitations," and the settlement, in which someone like Robert Fitzgerald "stayed with Homer," or Heaney himself who "settled with Beowulf, stayed with it, formed a kind of conjugal relation for years."29 Another translator of Beowulf, Roy M. Liuzza, goes even further, comparing the structure of the poem to "an Anglo-Saxon church made from the salvaged stones of a Roman temple. Isaac, and jacob from their tombs in Andreas, Szittya admits that the episode evokes for him "at once some of the more abstruse manifestations of medieval iconography and the paintings of Salvador Dali."33 Not only, then, does the text possess an immediacy and extravagance that bring to mind more material artworks, but it also seems to anticipate masterpieces from contexts spatially and temporally remote from Anglo-Saxon England.
One of jesus's miraculous deeds that Andrew narrates to him during the sea voyage to Mermedonia involves the animation of a statue, a metapoetic image par excellence. The story goes as follows. The disciples come with their teacher to a temple where the priests refuse to believe in jesus despite the many signs that he reveals to them. Spolia-Inflected Poetics of Andreas shape of the holy ones) (725); marked by the creative power of a hand, they are "awriten on wealle" (carved/incised on a wall) (726). It is not only that the "barbarian" adds color or shape and brightness where the late Roman only has "marble" (37). Awritan means "to write," "to compose," "to inscribe," and "to draw," the latter meaning often in conjunction with the adverbial phrase on wealle.36 This particular verb brings to mind pictorial as well as literary impression and expression.37
The Anglo-Saxon author shows his interest in many facets of artistic experience, and other multimedia moments follow. jesus identifies the images as representation of the angel kind found, he says, among citydwellers in the enclosure ("mid þam burgwarum | in þaere ceastre" ), those engaged in swegeldreamum (sound-joys, music), the "Cherubim et Seraphim." Even though in these lines we can sense some Latin text breaking through the surface in the conjunction et, the poet departs from the other renditions to emphasize the concrete and the crafted. The author of Praxeis inexplicably has jesus interpret the sculptures as "the type of the Cross" and then add that they look like "the cherubim and seraphim in Heaven" (8-9). In Casanatensis, the Lord notes the resemblance of "these creations of the hands of craftsmen" to "the cherubim and seraphim, formed just as if they are of Heaven" (38).38 In this scene in Andreas, Christ refers to Paradise as a fortress and to its dwellers as citizens, underlining the civilized aspect of the afterlife. The arts feature prominently in that place, and the images that we see immobile (for the moment) on earth live in the celestial abode, where they take part in another art, music. The figures on the wall remind jesus of the heavenly setting in which the angels worship him, prompting him to connect the images with their heavenly prototypes.
Divine meta-awareness continues. Unique among the versions of this episode, the Savior in Andreas issues a command by describing himself issuing it. Christ addresses the sculpture indirectly but quite ceremoniously: "Now I order this image . . . to step down . . . and speak in words, to utter statements of truth" (Nu ic bebeode. . . ðaet þeos onlicnes | eorðan sece /. . . ond word sprece, / secge soðcwidum) (729-33), rather than saying "You sculpture . . . separate yourself from the place in which you stand and come down from there . . . in order that you might establish and make it known" (Casanatensis, 38).39 The rhyme and assonance of sece/sprece/secge (seek/speak/say) underline the speaker's awareness of his speech as action and a form of creation. Asking for detachment of an artifact from its immediate context so that it could fit itself in the largest context possible, that of the arc of Christian history, Christ first detaches himself for a moment from his own current position to imagine a scene in heaven, then, rather self-consciously, he performs his miracle. whereas in Praxeis and Casanatensis jesus demands of the likeness to proclaim to the unbelieving and idolatrous high priest whether the man in front of them is God or a mere human,40 in Andreas he judges it sufficient that the sculpture truly speaks "hwaet min aeðelo sien" (734) (what my lineage is). The implication is that if an individual is placed in a greater story, then his role is instantaneously illuminated. when the angel-shaped sculpture following his Lord's orders leaps off the wall, the narrator Andrew calls it "frod fyrngeweorc . . . / stan fram stane" (a very old, ancient work . . . stone from stone) (737-38). The statue's age, its inhabitation of a greater time frame, enforces its power as does its unyielding materiality. "[H]lud þurh heardne" (loudly through the hard one) (739) comes the voice, all the more strange and beautiful because of its concrete source. To those who had already made up their minds about Christ, the resolute or stubborn men, the stone's behavior seems, nevertheless, wraetlic (artistic, ornamental; curious, wondrous, rare),41 one of the key words in Andreas.
Our poet does more than highlight the many levels of artifice at work in the angel-animation scene (by Christ, by Andrew, and by himself); he begins to ask what happens to the spolium outside of its immediate context. Once endowed with a loud voice, the artifact launches into a disquisition whose structure is familiar from the two analogues. First, it attacks the priests for their mistaken beliefs. Then, it praises God in his role as the Creator, mentioning also three characters from the Old Testament (Abraham, Isaac, and jacob) whom God has honored. when the stubborn elders still refuse to acknowledge the miracles, which they attribute to magic, Christ orders the sculpture to seek and raise from the dead Abraham, his son, and jacob. This happens only in Praxeis and Andreas (in Casanatensis, jesus judges the miracle of the moving statue sufficient and, following its speech, orders it to assume its place again). The author of Praxeis relates that after hearing the Savior's directions to seek the patriarchs in a particular locale, the animated sculpture "immediately . . . went into the country of the Canaanites into the field of Mamre, and he called out to the tomb just as God commanded him" (10). Not surprisingly for a text that so intensely imagines the landscape of Mermedonia and the seaway separating the island from the Holy Land, Andreas cannot resist dwelling a little on the journey undertaken by the artifact from the temple to Abraham's burial place. Andrew narrates to Christ:
Ða se þeoden bebead þryðweorc faran, stan on straete of stedewange, ond forð gan foldweg tredan, grene grundas, Godes aerendu larum laedan on þa leodmearce to Channaneum [.] ( [Then the Lord ordered the glorious work to go, a stone on the street, from its place, and proceed to cross the earth-way, green expanses, to carry out God's errand according to the instructions, onto the territories, into Canaan.]
The poet provides us, however briefly, with some points of interest along the road traveled by the angel-likeness: there is the "street," in anticipation of the paved roads of Mermedonia, which gives way to earthen paths, then verdant fields, to end with the lands claimed by people (leode, "people, nation"; mearc, "mark . . . boundary . . . defined area" [Clark Hall]) and a recognizable name. In contrast, Christ in Praxeis does not invoke the landscape along the way but gives only the end point with necessary toponyms: "'[G]o into the country of Canaan and go into the double cave in the field of Mamre[.]'" (10).42 Attention to the features of the landscape contributes to the larger themes in this passage. Though in both other versions the animated sculpture speaks of God in his role as the creator, it is only the Old En-42 Michelet makes a similar point (Creation, Migration, and Conquest, 191) , but she sees the roadways not as pre-existent structures that broaden the perspective and color the text with some mystery but rather as emerging proofs of a holy figure colonizing by Godgiven power the marginal space, a theme she finds prominent in Andreas (196). glish poem that circles around the theme of divine creation. The Lord gives new life to the object crafted by artists in imitation of the synesthetic, heavenly joy, and sends the angel-likeness to run through natural formations that he, too, created, which are dotted by artifacts made, appropriated, and transformed by humans. we learn that the detached statue does what "scyppend wera" (the shaper of men) ordains and that it travels "ofer mearcpaðu" (over border-paths) until it comes to Mamre "beorhte blincan" (shining brightly) (787-89). Once again, the narrator invokes God's creative power at this key moment along with natural or artificial passageways. It is as if the landscape and the object divinely set in motion drew energy from each other; the angel-harrower acquires radiance from its journey.
"This glorious work" repeats what Christ did to it. After it raises Abraham, Isaac, and jacob from their graves, it commands them to prepare for a voyage, "het hie to þam siðe gyrwan" (795).43 Their task: to make known to the people "hwa aet frumsceafte | furðum teode / eorðan eallgrene | ond upheofon, / hwaet se wealdend waere | þe þaet weorc staðolade" (who first, in the beginning, fashioned the all-green earth and the heaven above, who the ruler was who established that work) (797-99). Everything in this passage relates to creation. An artistic spolium, an angel-likeness wrenched from its immediate architectural context, calls up the Old Testament heroes who themselves will be the spoils after Christ's Harrowing of Hell. Constance B. Hieatt sees this "unorthodox episode" as one in the series of Harrowing parallels that in her opinion climax with Andrew's release of Matthew (and others) from "the hellish Mermedonian prison"; but she does not discuss the scene in much detail, remarking only that it serves as another link between Christ and Andrew because the apostle similarly employs a stone pillar later in the poem, a scene to which I will turn later.44 Back in the temple, the unbelievers react with horror to Abraham, Isaac, and jacob's arrival. john Hermann provides the following commentary on the situation: "Such narrative resurrection is a biological elaboration of textual processes of typology and sublation . . . the narrative invents the miracles which sustain and authenticate it." Hermann further argues that the 43 The Praxeis author tinges the sphinx's adventures in the field of Mamre with some gentle humor. when it calls out to the tomb, twelve patriarchs come out, whereupon the statue has to specify that it needs only three and that the remainder of them can "go and rest until the time of the resurrection" (10).
44 Hieatt, "The Harrowing of Mermedonia: The Typological Patterns in the Old English 'Andreas, '" Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 77 (1976): 49-62, at 60. variation presented in the story is deceptive, since, with its many-sided reinforcing of the Christian message, it insistently stifles any dissenting voices, projecting them into the mouths of demonized jews or Mermedonians or the devil himself. judged by this view, Andreas appears to allow for a "continuing series of representations" but only insofar as they terrorize the unbeliever with the orthodox teachings of the Church.45 I would contend, however, that the Andreas poet, while writing a conversion narrative, does leave a window of possibility open. He does not completely erase hermeneutical distractions because, after all, he does not "aeghwylces [cann] / worda for worulde | wislic andgit" (have a wise understanding of everything, of words in the world) (508-9), as does jesus. while in Paraxeis the double-animation scene ends with Christ commanding both the artifact and the three patriarchs to return to their places (10), no such closure exists in the Anglo-Saxon poem. we are not even sure whether the statue remains in Mamre or returns to the temple. whatever the position of this particular work of art, it is not strictly fixed.
The poet's peculiar treatment of the animated-sculpture scene complicates the interpretation issued by patristic scholars. The stone object "coming at the end of Andreas's account of the deeds of Christ" unites the events from the end of jesus' life that are central to medieval Catholicism, "the establishment of the rock of the Church, and the Resurrection of Christ," thus standing in for "Christ himself, the petra, the lapis angularis, and lapis vivus . . . any of the elect who make up the living walls of the Church . . . and by synecdoche . . . the Church itself."46 But then the disappearance of the artifact at the end of the passage becomes difficult to explain. Moreover, the end of Andrew's narrative to Christ does not correspond to the end of the poem, which concludes not even with the flood that comes from another stone to kill, cleanse, and resurrect (most of) the Mermedonians, but with Andrew singled out and sailing into the unknown. The narrative placement of the double-animation scene has crucial implications. Through a long concluding report that the protagonist gives to jesus, and, indirectly, to his own followers, in which he "embeds the direct speech of the chief priest, of Christ, and of the stone itself," the poet not only sends his message more effectively to the audi- ence, but he also communicates to them "the way in which meaning can be transmitted by way of a discourse which is finally calling attention to its self-consciously self-reflexive nature."47 when we add to this manysided meditation Christ's indirect manner of ordering the sculpture, his need for the object to resurrect the patriarchs, and finally the artifact's journey across the green fields and Abraham, Isaac, and jacob's trek over many a mearcland (borderland), we may perceive that the poem distances us from any quick allegorical explanation and that it underlines the readers' separation from the actors in the story and the actors' separation from each other. we should additionally keep in mind that only one figure among many breaks off the wall for a determined stroll in the Palestinian countryside; the poet does not explore the reactions of the other angel-likenesses on the temple's wall, but the possibility of their animation in the future remains.
The separability of the artifact, the Old Testament personages, the saint, and even momentarily the Savior, present in Praxeis yet painstakingly elaborated by the Andreas poet, does not appear as something to lament. All these characters clearly participate in the larger spiritual history. Unlike the priests who refuse to believe, the ones that have "brandhata nið" (blazing-hot hate) surging in their minds (769) and are "morðre bewunden" (wound about with murder) (772), they have no moral taint. That our poet does not spell out the links between the characters, the architecture, and the outside spaces places a challenge on the readers. Michael Chabon in his essay on fan fiction and Sherlock Holmes likens all writers to amateurs producing sequels to the works of their beloved authors. This statement applies particularly well to hagiographers who handle adventure-filled apocryphal narratives:
Through parody and pastiche, allusion and homage, retelling and reimagining the stories that were told before us and that we have come of age loving-amateurs-we proceed, seeking out the blank places in the map that our favorite writers, in their greatness and negligence, have left for us, hoping to pass on to our own readers-should we be lucky enough to find any-some of the pleasures that we ourselves have taken in the stuff we love: to get in on the game.48
The Andreas poet challenges us to play the game, to fill out "the blank spaces in the map," to wonder about the space between jerusalem and 47 Ruth waterhouse, "Self-Reflexivity and 'wraetlic word' in Bleak House and Andreas," Mamre, what the angel sculpture looks like, and where it goes after resurrecting the patriarchs.
The apostle Andrew makes a similar move. with the help of another significant artifact, another spolium, he temporarily fills the space of Mermedonia with water, transforming it and its inhabitants rather dramatically. Here, too, the conversion narrative-the larger context into which a creator-like figure inserts a fragment from the past-holds sway, but it does not eliminate a certain mystery and openness contained within the artifact. In his prison cell, the protagonist, having encountered a cluster of important objects, singles one out:
He be wealle geseah wundrum faeste under saelwage sweras unlytle, stapulas standan storme bedrifene, eald enta geweorc; he wið anne þaera, mihtig ond modrof, maeðel gehede, wis, wundrum gleaw, word stunde ahof [.] ( [He saw by the wall, within the walls of the building, un-little columns, pillars standing, marvelously fixed, storm-beaten, old works of giants; mighty and brave, wise and marvelously sage, he held an assembly with one of them, lifted up a word at once.]
This short passage demonstrates well the type of stylistic gesture that has elicited criticism from scholars. Brooks, for instance, protests that the designation "storm-beaten" is "strictly inappropriate" because the columns are inside the jail.49 Two solutions to this problem can be proposed. One is that the sweras in question, as literal, art-historical spolia, formerly served as outside supports of a building constructed by earlier inhabitants of the isle, which the Mermedonians had plundered. This proposition accords well with the echoes of the Harrowing present in the double-animation episode as well as with the potential strategic invocation of Beowulf. It also works well with Boenig's suggestion that the "great posts tightly wound" (his translation of "wundrum faeste . . . sweras unlytle") resemble "Anglo-Saxon interlace design,"50 testifying further to a great visual-artistic awareness of the Andreas poet. the innate obscurity of matter in the history of physics, like the inscrutability of things in lyric poetry, betrays the inescapable role of language in depicting the nonempirical qualities-the invisible aspect-of material phenomena.51
Tiffany pursues the tight linking, even intertwining, of a poem's darkness with its materiality at various points in the history of lyric in English, from Anglo-Saxon aenigmata to Gerard Manley Hopkins and from T. S. Eliot's essays on Metaphysical poetry to jorie Graham. He asks two questions, to which he already suggests an answer: "Are there corporeal phenomena analogous to the qualities of language we judge to be obscure?" and "what precisely does obscurity yield in the act of reading-in the absence of clear, cognitive meaning-if not a sense, strange indeed, of poetic materials?"52 To depict that substance of things shot through with textual darkness, Tiffany argues, poets across time and space seek and find "correspondences between the poem's nebulous body and certain amorphous bodies in nature," some examples of which include "a rainbow, a cloud of dust, a shadow, a storm."53 The group of pillars ravaged by storm acts as an acknowledgment by the text of its place in a long-standing history. Andreas is built on plunder. The power of poetry, and by extension of the word, seeps into the darkest of places, so that no interior cell is safe from the creative atmospheric pressure. If we recall that the noise of the cannibals helps produce the storm that fills up the fortified courts of Mermedonia in lines 1236-37 ("Storm upp aras / aefter ceasterhofum, | cirm unlytel / haeðnes heriges" [A storm rose up in the stronghold-dwellings, an un-little uproar of the heathens' army]), we can conclude that the poet makes a potentially uncomfortable connection between his endeavor and that of Andrew's enemies.54 The Mermedonian prison contains traces of the past that help to bring the story out of its most immediate surroundings. The scene indicates that the very material tools, dark and poetic, for converting the city are at hand: one only needs to know how to find and animate an appropriate artifact.
The protagonist accomplishes this animation. More than selecting the objet d'art juste, Andrew knows how to prompt it into action by speak- 52 Ibid., 83. 53 Ibid., 87. 54 Christopher Fee makes a similar point in "Productive Destruction," but he focuses on writing on the protagonist's body.
